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Given an open bounded domain Qc R”, n > 2, we consider the wave equation: 
w,, = dw in (0, co) x Q, with initial conditions ~(0, x) = ws(x) E L*(Q), w,(O, X) = 
w,(x) E H-‘(Q), and nonhomogeneous boundary condition of Dirichler type 
w(t, u) = u(t, a) on (0, co) x r, r being the boundary of 52. In contrast with the 
unifary group situation obtained when u ~0, we seek to express the non- 
homogeneous boundary term u(t, u) as a suitable linear feedback operator F of the 
velocity wI: (*) u(t, u)=Fw, such that (i) FW,E L&O, co; Lz(f)), (ii) the 
corresponding closed loop system, obtained by using (*) in the boundary condition 
generates an S.C. semigroup which decays exponentially as t -+ +m in the 
uniform operator topology of L,(SZ)xH-‘(Q)=Z: (**) II[w(t), w,(t)]]lz< 
Me-&’ II[w(O), w,(0)]]lz, ra0, for some 6>0. Having identified the candidate 
(d/h)(A -‘w,) for Fw,, -A being the Laplacian A with zero Dirichlet B.C., we 
prove two stabilization results with such a choice of F. First, that for any D with 
only some regularity assumption on r (say of class Cl), all feedback closed loop 
solutions go to zero as I -+ co in the strong norm of Z: l/[w(f), ~,(r)]l]~+O. 
Secondly, that the much stronger sought after result on the exponential decay (**) 
in the uniform operator norm is indeed achieved, provided that Q satisfies, in 
addition, a further assumption (“vector field condition”). This condition is 
expressed in terms of the existence of a suitable vector field for a and is satisfied, in 
particular, if Sz is strictly convex or else if Q = O,\.Q1 with Q,, Q2 strictly convex, 
8, 5 Q?. As a consequence of the exponential decay (**) in the uniform operator 
norm of Z of the closed loop feedback system, we obtain-via I. Lasiecka and R. 
Triggiani, App/. Math. Optim. IO, 275-286) or (1. Lasiecka, J. L. Lions, and R. 
Triggiani, J. Ma/h. Pures Appl., in press) and (D. L. Russell, Differential games and 
control theory, Marcel Dekker, New York 1974, 291-319.)-a new, sharper, and 
complete result of exact boundary controllability over the entire (natural) state 
space Z of the open loop system: for any pair (M.“. w,) of initial data in Z, there is 
an Lz(O, r; L,((f))-Dirichlet (open loop) boundary control U, for a universal 
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finite time T>O sufficiently large, such that the corresponding solution satisfies 
[W(l), &r,(r)1 E ctco, Tl; Z) and w( T) = M.,( T) = 0, with II4 L2,0.T.4~r~, G 
c, llC~~s”3 ~,lll/. 1 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION, PRELIMINARIES, AND STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
Let Sz be a bounded, open domain in R”(n > 2) with boundary r. On 52, 
we consider the following second-order hyperbolic mixed problem in 
w(t, x), x E Q, with non-homogeneous Dirichlet data u(t, a), 0 EP 
$=Aw in (0, co) x Q (a) 
~(0, x) = we(x) E L,(Q); w,(O, x) = wI(x) E H- ‘(Q), (b) 
w(t, a) = u(t, a) in(0, co)xr (c) 
(1.1) 
Regularity results for the solution w of (1.1) [with -d replaced by a 
general second-order uniformly elliptic operator] were recently obtained in 
[LT.l-2;L.4] for UE&(O, T;&(T)), O<T<co, and in [LLT.l] for 
ME Hk(C) = L,(O, T; Hk(T)) n H“(0, T; L,(T)), k = 0, l,... as well as for 
intermediate cases; see also [S. 1 ] for regularity results on the half-space for 
k> 1. 
If A = -A with homogeneous Dirichlet B.C., then A is a positive self- 
adjoint operator in&(Q). Moreover, the operator do = I_9, 61 with domain 
9(A’;*) 0 L*(Q) generates a strongly continuous unitary group, denoted by 
e-&O’, on the space Z- &(Q)@ H-‘(0), topologized by 
(1.2) 
Here and throughout the paper, ( , )n denotes the L,(Q)-inner product 
with associated norm )I (IR. Also 
H-‘(Q) = [H;(Q)]’ = [9(A”*)]’ (see (1.8) below) 
II Yll W’(R) = II Yll [9(.4”2)], = IIA -wsa (norm equivalence) 
(1.3) 
Thus, the free solution of (1.1 ), i.e., the solutions of ( 1.1) with u = 0, are 
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given by [w(t), wJt)] = e.Oilo’[w,,, w ] on Z; in particular, they do not decay 
to zero. With this well-known fact at hand, we can now state the aim of the 
present paper. 
Formulation of Problem to be Investigated 
We shall study the question of existence and construction of a boundary 
feedback operator F based on the velocity w,: 
w, E H-‘(Q) + F(w,) E L2(T) 
f’(w,) E WA ~0; b(U) 
(1.4) 
such that the boundary feedback input function u = F(w,) E 
L,(O, co; L,(T)), inserted in (l.lc), produces a feedback semigroup, which is 
exponentially stable in the uniform operator topology of Z. 
Due to the Dirichlet nature of the B.C. (1.1~1, the above problem was, to 
the authors’ knowledge, open, while the corresponding problem with u 
acting in the Neumann B.C. was solved only recently [C.l-2; L.11 (see 
reference to literature below). 
Our motivation for studying the described problem is twofold: 
(i) on the one hand, this problem is one of the central questions in 
boundary feedback stabilization theory; 
(ii) on the other hand, an affirmative solution to the above problem 
is a necessary prerequisite for studying the regulator problem for the hyper- 
bolic dynamics ( 1.1): 
minimizeJ(u, w)=Im {IIw(t)lIi+ Ilw,(~Nl~-~ce,+ IMt)llf-1 dt 
0 
over all u E L,(O, co; L*(r)), and related algebraic Riccati equation, needed 
for the feedback synthesis of the optimal solution, see [LT.3]. As to (i), we 
remark that a positive solution of the proposed problem will substantially 
complement he feedback stabilization results of [LT.4]: here the feedback 
operator (nonlocal, of finite rank) u(t, a) = (w,(t, .), g,(t, .))n g,(a), 
g, E L,(Q), g, I&, was chosen and two results were shown: (a) that for 
certain classes of vectors g,, g,, the feedback system is, indeed, strongly 
stable, while (b) uniform stability of the feedback system is, however, ruled 
out, for all choices of g,, g,, due to the finite rank character of the feed- 
back. In the present paper, in contrast, we seek exponential uniform 
stability, via a suitable feedback operator F. To elaborate on (ii), we recall 
that the study of the regulator problem requires at the very outset the 
following property [“Finite cost condition”]: that for each pair of initial 
data [w,, w,] E Z, there exists some (open loop) u E &(O, co; &(r)) such 
that the corresponding solution of (1.1) satisfies [w(t), w,(t)] E L,(O, co; Z) 
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so that the corresponding cost is finite: J< co. That this finite cost con- 
dition is indeed possible in the case of dynamics (1.1) is far from clear. No 
example was, to our knowledge, known. On the other hand, a positive 
solution to the proposed problem studied in this paper plainly implies that 
the finite cost condition holds true for (1.1 ), thus clearing the way to the 
study of the corresponding regulator problem. This study is successfully 
carried out in [LT.3]. As a result of this theory, one obtains-remarkably 
-another feedback operator u’(t) = -B*P I’$~:~~ E L,(O, co; L*(r)) which 
likewise produces a S.C. semigroup which decays exponentially in the 
un$orm operator topology of Z: here B* is an operator (of trace type) 
depending on the dynamics (1 .l ), P is a Riccati operator, and uO(t), 
[vv’( t), w:(t)] the (unique) optimal minimizing pair for J. 
Choice of Operator F and Statement of Main Results 
We begin with some preliminary background material, needed to both 
motivate our choice of the operator F and state our main results. We first 
introduce the Dirichlet map D (natural harmonic extension of boundary 
data on r into the interior Q) defined by 
Dv=h, where 
Ah=OinQ 
hI,=uinf. (1.5) 
It is a well-known result of elliptic theory [LM. 1; N.l ] that 
D: continuous operator H”(T) -+ H”+ l’*(Q), s real (1.6) 
We shall in particular use 
D: continuous L,(T) + H”2P2”(Q) E SS(A”“-“), E > 0 (a) 
IIYIlw*yQ)= II~“4-EYllLl(L?) (b) 
(1.7) 
where for the identification on the right of (1.7a), as well as for the iden- 
tification 
H~i2-*E(Q)_~(A3/4-&), E > 0, E # 4, (1.8) 
we refer to [Fl; L2 Appendix] (the identification being set theoretical and 
topological, in the sense of norm equivalence). If D* is the adjoint operator 
of D: (Du, y)L2(Rj = (u, D*Y)~*(~), we have in particular 
D*: continuous H-“(Q) + H-‘+ ‘12(r), 0 G s < 4 (1.9) 
This stems from (1.6) with 0 <S < f, where H-‘(a) = [H;(Q)]‘= 
[9(.4”‘)] via (1.8). A crucial property to be used in the sequel is 
-D*Ay=$, YEWA) (1.10) 
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which is proved by Green’s second theorem (e.g. [LLTl]), where ~?/dv is 
the normal derivative (pointed outward). We next recall from [LTl-LT2] 
that problem (1.1) can be modeled as an abstract second under equation, 
either in factor form 
wrt= -A[w-Du] on L2(Q) (l.lla) 
or else in perturbation form 
w,, = -Aw + ADu on [9(A)]’ (or even on [~(FI~/~+‘)]‘, by (1.7a)) 
(l.llb) 
where A is extended, with the same symbol, as an operator 
L,(Q) --t [9(A)]‘. The first-order version of (1.1 lb) is 
(l.llc) 
Since I-9, AI is skew-adjoint, Eq. (1.11~) plainly suggests to take as a 
natural candidate U= -D*w!, since this choice then makes the 
corresponding feedback operator 
d= 
0 I 
-A -ADD* ’ 
cqd)= {yEZ:dyEZ} (1.12) 
dissipatiue on Z: indeed, by (1.12) and (1.3) 
=o- IID*Y*II;> YEW4 
where here and throughout the paper, (1 lir is the L,(T)-norm, 
llxll; = (x, x),-. A more explicit description of y = [y,, y,] ES?(&) is: (i) 
y2 E L2(Q)), and (ii) - A[ yt + DD*yz] E [Q(A”*)]‘, the latter equivalent 
to yr + DD*y2 E 9(A1’2) = H;(Q). Thus 
9(d)= y= 
{ I 
‘y: : y,E&(Q)and y,+DD*y,~9(A’/*)=ff~(Q) 
I I 
(1.14) 
and thus, a fortiori, y, E H’(Q), since 
DD*: continuous L*(Q) -+ H’(Q) (1.15) 
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by (1.9) for s=O, followed by (1.6) for s= 4. With the above choice 
u = -D*w,, the open loop system (1.1 la) becomes the closed loop system 
w,, = -A[w + DD*w,] on L,(Q). (1.16) 
Note that, by (l.lO), the chosen feedback candidate can also be written as 
u = --D*w, = -D*AA -lw, =g (A -‘w,). (1.17) 
The resulting feedback system is 
$=dw on(0, co)xs2 (a) 
~(0, x) = we(x) E L,(Q); w,(O, x) = wl(x) E H-‘(Q) (b) 
w= -D*w, on(0, co)xr (c) 
(1.18) 
Our main results concern the decay of the solutions of the feedback system 
( 1.18) either in the strong norm of Z or else-with additional assumptions 
on Q-on the uniform operator norm of Y(Z). The same feedback (1.17) is 
simply obtained by differentiating the “energy” E(t) in (3.1), using Green’s 
second theorem and imposing dE/dt < 0. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Well posedness and strong stabilization). (i) The 
operator d in (1.12), (1.14) is dissipative on Z=L,(Q)@H-l(Q) and 
satisfies here: range (AI - ~4) = Z, for I > 0. Thus, by Lumer-Phillips 
theorem, d generates a strongly continuous contraction semi-group on Z and 
the resolvent operator R(1, ~4) is compact on Z for Re I > 0. 
(ii) If F is of class C’ or else B is a parallelepiped, then the spectrum 
o(d) of d-which is only point spectrum by (i)-is contained in the open 
leftplaneReA<O:o(d)c(rZ:ReA<O}, 
(iii) D*w,E LJO, co; L,(F)), where w*(t) s w,(t; wo, w,); more 
precisely 
s m jjD*w,(t)ll$dt< 0 
(iv) For any [w,, w,] EZ, we have 
for the corresponding solution of the feedback system (1.18). 
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In order to obtain our main result on uniform exponential decay of the 
feedback semigroup e&’ on P’(Z), and thus improve (1.20) from the strong 
to the uniform topology, we need further assumptions on the domain 52. 
VECTOR FIELD ASSUMPTION. We assume that there exists a vector field 
h = [h,(x),..., h,(x)] E C’(a) defined on D, such that (Hl) h is normal to r, 
at each point of P, i.e., h(cr) = k(o)v, k(a) = scalar E C(T), v = unit outward 
normal (H2) for the transpose H(x) of the Jacobian matrix of h 
H(x )= 
ah, ah, 
Q- ax, 
(1.21a) 
the following pointwise positive definiteness holds true: for any vector v E R”, 
and x E a, 
H(x)v*v>p Ivl..forsomep>O, . = R”-inner product (1.21b)’ 
Actually, all we shall really need (following Eq. (3.58) below) is the weaker 
integral version of (1.21 b): f or any R”-vector v(x) with Iv(*)lR”~L2(Q), then 
Our main theorem is then 
THEOREM 1.2 (Uniform exponential stabilization). Let the vector field 
assumption holdfor 4. Then, there exist constants C, 6 > 0 such that, for any 
[w,, w,] E Z = L2(a) Q H-‘(Q), the corresponding solution of the feedback 
system (l.l), (1.17) satisfies 
Domains l.2 Satisfying the Vector Field Assumption, If Q is a sphere 
(say, centered at the origin 0), or the set between two concentric spheres, 
’ The condition det H(x) > 0 on fi then follows from (1.21 b). 
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then the vector field assumption is plainly satisfied by taking the radial vec- 
tor field h(P) = OP. 
In general, a full characterization of domains D which satisfy the vector 
field assumption appears to be unknown (and an interesting topic of 
research). We are most grateful to Professor Walter Littman, University of 
Minnesota, for a number of conversations on this topic; in particular, for 
pointing out to us that the vector field assumption is indeed satisfied for 
strictly convex smooth domains 52, as a consequence (a fortiori!) of the main 
result in [CNSl] on the Monge-Ampere equation: Indeed, this result 
gives, in particular, a unique strictly convex C”(a)-solution of the 
problem: Hessian of u = 1 in &?, u = 0 on f, for a strictly convex C”- 
domain 52. The convexity of u then implies, upon setting h = Vu, that the 
matrix H(X) = Hessian matrix of u be positive semi-definite. This, together 
with Hessian of u = 1 on Sz, yields that H(x) is positive definite on Sz. 
Another proof that a strictly convex domain Sz of R” with boundary of 
class C2 satisfies the vector field assumption was shown to us by Professor 
Ennio De Giorgi, Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa. This proof is short, 
completely elementary and very nice. Given a strictly convex closed set D 
of R” with boundary of class C2, De Giorgi constructs (see Appendix B) a 
strictly convex function f‘(~) of class C” in D such that: (i) D = {x E R”: 
O<,~(X)< 1 }, (ii) ,f(ao)= 1, do= boundary of D. Hence, h(x)=V’(x) 
satisfies the vector field assumption on D, with Jacobian matrix 
(h) = Hessian matrix (,f) > 0 on D. Similarly, the vector field assumption 
holds for sets of the type D = D,\Dz, set difference of two strictly convex 
sets D, and D, of R”, 6, $ D,, with C2 boundary aD=aD, uaD,, aD, 
and aD2 disjoint. They can be described as D = {x E R”: k, <f(x) Gk,} for 
a suitable strictly convex function f(x) of class C2, with f(aD,) = k, and 
,f(aD,) = k2. Then, h(x) = V~(X) satisfies the vector field assumption. 
Literature 
On the question of forcing all closed loop solutions of the wave equation 
on a bounded domain to decay to zero (in the strong or uniform 
topology), the only literature we are aware of, apart from [LT4] already 
quoted, concerns the case of feedback operators acting in the Neumann 
B.C. In contrast, no comparable results were available-to our 
knowledge-in the case of feedback operators acting in the Dirichlet B.C. 
The Neumann case with feedback Fw, = -w,, i.e., with B.C. (aw/av) = -w, 
on (0, cc) x r (as in our Sect. 4) has been studied by a number of authors, 
with decay achieved in the natural (energy) norm: 11 IVw(t)l II;-+- Ilw,(t)llh. 
Strong stability has been obtained, by means of different techniques, in 
[QRl] (by a compactness argument and Holmgren uniqueness theorem) 
and in [Ll 1, while weak stability was obtained in [S2] (using La Salle’s 
505/66/3-4 
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invariance principle in infinite dimensions). (A new operator theoretic 
proof for strong stability is presented in this paper, see proof of 
Theorem 1.1, and its adaptation to the Neumann case as explained at the 
beginning of Sect. 4). Results on strong stabilization are also contained in 
[Zl]. The much more demanding result on uniform (exponential) energy 
decay required new techniques, which were adapted from the literature of 
the so called “exterior” problem: energy decay of the wave equation 
exterior to a bounded obstacle Morewetz, Lax, Phillips, Ralston and 
Strauss]. By adapting these techniques to the case of a bounded domain, 
uniform exponential energy decay was first obtained in Ccl-21 for certain 
classes of domains, and later extended in [Ll ] to a much greater generality 
and completeness. [Strong stability results of the wave equation were also 
obtained in [LT5] with Neumann B.C. (&v(t)/&) = (w,(t)lr, g,), g, on 
(0, co) x r, for large classes of boundary vectors, including-but not 
restricted to-the dissipative case.] 
As to the case of feedback operators acting in the Dirichlet B.C., no prior 
result was available for exponential (uniform) stability. Our guiding 
reference for the present paper is [Ll] and we make crucial use in 
Proposition 3.1 of some estimates by adapting a multiplier technique as in 
[LLTl]. In Section 4, we provide a sketch of the same techniques as 
applied to the Neumann B.C. (&V/&J)= -\I’, on (0, rx:) x f, thereby 
reproving, under slightly weaker conditions on Q, the main result of [ Ll ] 
on exponential decay of the energy. (We use ( 1.21~) instead of ( 1.2 1 b)). 
Remarks on Exact Controllability for (1.1). It is by now well known 
that there exists a relationship between the existence of a uniform decay 
rate for the closed loop hyperbolic problem (as asserted by our 
Theorem 1.2 on the space Z) and the corresponding exact controllability 
problem for the open loop problem (1.1). More precisely, the uniform 
operator decay rate on the space Z = L,(Q)@ H-‘(Q) for the closed loop 
problem ( 1.1) ( 1.17) implies (null controllability, hence, by time rever- 
sability) exact controllability on a finite, sufficiently large (universal) time 
T within the space Z for the corresponding open loop system (1.1) with 
L,(O, T; L,(f))-Dirichlet boundary control. This, and more, follows from 
the “controllability via stabilizability” argument lirst pointed out by Russell 
in [RI 1, to which we refer for details. Illustrations of this method (in the 
case of the wave equation with Neumann B.C.) are given in [Cl 1, etc. This 
way, we arrive at the following new theorem, which is topologically char- 
per than previously known results with Dirichlet boundary control, as in 
[Rl, 2, L5,6] etc. in that our result is claimed for the first time in the 
natural ([L4, LT2, LLTl 1) state space Z and not, as in previous literature, 
on smooth subspaces of it. 
THEOREM 1.3 (exact boundary controllability on finite time T < co on 
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the state space Z = L*(Q) x H-‘(Q)). Let the conclusion on untform decay 
on Z as in Theorem 1.2 hold. Then, given any initial data (w,, w,) E Z and 
any target data (v,, v,)EZ, there exists a boundary control 
ME LJO, T; L,(T)), for Tfinite, sufficiently large and independent on initial 
and target data, such that once inserted as a Dirichlet control in (1.1~) 
produces a solution w of the corresponding problem (1.1) which satisfies 
[w(t), wt(t)] E C( [0, T]; Z) and w(T) = vO, w,(T) = vl. Moreover, 
Remark 1.1. The converse of the “controllability via stabilizability” 
implication also holds true. Let (1.1) be null-controllable on Z in finite 
time T < cc; i.e., any pair (w,, w ,) E Z of initial data can be steered to the 
zero state (0,O) over the finite interval [0, T], by means of an 
L,(O, T; L,(T))-Dirichlet control u. Then, extending such u by zero after 
time T, yields that the “finite cost condition” of the corresponding 
regulator problem is satisfied (see comments on point (ii) of our 
motivation below (1.4)). Hence, as explained there, the Riccati theory 
developed in [LT3, Sect. 51 yields the feedback operator r?(f) = 
B*P I$~~\ E L,(O, n;; L?(f)) which produces exponential decay in the 
uniform operator topology of Z of the semi-group of the corresponding 
closed loop system. Thus, uniform exponential decay in Z (Theorem 1.2) 
and exact controllability on 2 in finite time (Theorem 1.3) are equivalent 
properties. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
We begin by collecing some properties of the operator G’ defined in 
(1.12) (1.14): this will amount to proving parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.1. 
LEMMA 2.1. (i) The operator d in (1.12) (1.14) is dissipative on 
Z= L,(Q)@ H-‘(Q) and satisfies here: range of (U-d) = Z, -for 2 > 0. 
Thus, by Lumer-Phillips theorem, d generates a contraction S.C. semigroup 
on Z = L2(Q) x H-‘(Q): 
(ii) The resolvent operator R(I, ~8’) of d is given by 
(2.1) 
R(5 G’) = 
V(A)[AA --I + DD*] V(/I)A-’ 
,I?‘(n)[nA-‘+DD*] -I ilV(IZ)A-’ (2.2) 
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where we have set 
V(A)= [z+ADD*+i12A-‘]-’ (2.3) 
for at least all J. with Re 2 > 0; moreover, R(2, .G?) is compact as an operator 
on Z. 
(iii) When r is of class C’ or else Q is a parallelepiped, R(l, a) is 
well defined (and compact) on Z, on the closed half plane Re A 2 0. Con- 
sequently, the spectrum (point spectrum) CT(~) of d satisfies 
a(d)c {A: Re1<0}. (2.4) 
Proof: (i) Dissipativity of & on Z was already verified in (1.13). Next, 
with 2 > 0 fixed, let z E Z and solve (U- ,zz!)x = z, i.e., 
Lx, - x2 = z, E L2(Q) (a) 
Ax, + Ax, + ADD*x, = z2 E H-‘(O) (b) 
(2.5) 
for XE~(&). By substitution into the second equation and applying A-‘j2 
to both sides, we obtain 
[Z+2DD*+;12Ap’]x,= y 
y = A -‘z2 + (IA -’ + DD*)z, E H’(Q). 
(2.6) 
Since the strictly positive definite operator within brackets is boundedly 
invertible on ,5,(Q), we have that 
x1 = [Z+1DD*+L2A-‘I-‘y 
x,=1*x,-z, 
(2.7) 
is the unique solution of (2.5). Plainly, X~E L,(Q). Actually, since 
A-‘z2~9(A1’*) (see (2Sb)), we obtain from (2.6) 
x, + DD*x, =x, + DD*(Lx, -2,) 
= -I~*A-‘x,+A~‘z,+~A-‘z,E~‘(A”~) 
and [x,, x2] ~9(&) (see (1.14)). Part (i) is proved. Re-writing (2.7) 
explicitly yields the expression (2.2) for R(& &), from which compactness 
follows at once. It remains to show that the spectrum of d-which so far, 
by part (i), is contained in { 1: Re Iz < O}+-does not contain the imaginary 
axis. This will follow from showing that the operator I’(n), which is a well- 
defined bounded operator in L,(Q) for 111 suitably small, remains so also 
for II = ir, r is real and say #O. Letting 
[I+ (ir)DD* + (ir)‘A-‘1x=0, XEL,(Q) (2.8) 
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we show that x = 0. Indeed taking inner product with x 
Ilxll;-r2(A-‘x,x)+ir I(D*x((f-=o 
with Ilxlli - r2(A-‘x, x) = real, hence 
D*x = 0. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Returning to (2.8) we get 
Ax = r’x. 
Thus, either x=0 and we are done, or else x is an eigenvector of A, say 
x = e,, with corresponding eigenvalue p,, = r2. Returning to (2.10), we then 
have D*e, =O, i.e., by (1.10) (d/dv)(A-‘e,)(.= (l/~,J(~e,JJav)I,=O. But, 
under the assumptions made on f, we have that e, I ,-= 0 and 
(ae,/av)( ,- = 0 imply e, = 0, i.e., x = 0 and Z+ l.DD* + A2A- ’ is injective for 
A= ir. Since ADD* + I’A-’ is compact in L2(sZ), see (1.15), the inverse 
V(n) in (2.3) exists as a bounded operator also on the imaginary axis. 
Inclusion (2.4) is proved. As a corollary of (1.13) we obtain part (iii) of 
Theorem 1.1. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. With w,(t)= w,(t; w,,, w,), the map D*w,: continuous 
two, wl] E Z -+ L,(O, ~0; L,(T)), more precisely 
I = IlD*w,(i)ll;dt< 0 
Proof From (1.13) with Y=e&‘l;$, I;:1 ~g(d), we have 
from which 
, e”” wo 
I I) Wl z 
=Re(&e&‘iip( 
=Re J$ w(t) 
(I I w,(t) ’ 
w(t) I I) w,(t) 2 = - IlD*w,(t)ll$ 
s 
m lJD*w,(t)llf-dt= -i 
C2.11) 0 
by contraction of e&’ on Z. Extension by continuity of (2.11) to all 
[w,, w,] E Z yields the conclusion. u 
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Remark 2.1. For f E C’ or else Q = parallelepiped, the next result wili 
show, as a consequence of Lemma 2.l(ii) that, in fact, 
for all [ wO, w, ] E Z. Thus, Corollary 2.2 can be relined to read 
s 0 Z 
We now pass to part (iv) of Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem l.l(iv) (strong stability). To complete the proof of 
strong stability, we may proceed, e.g., as in [LT4]. Since e&’ is, by 
Lemma 2.1, a S.C. contraction semigroup on Z, the Nagy-Foias-Fogel 
decomposition theory applies for it. (For an excellent expository treatment 
of this theory, as applied to stabilization problems, see [L3]). Accordingly, 
Z can be decomposed in a unique way into the orthogonal sum of three 
subspaces Z,.,,, W, and WI, all reducing for ekd’ and its adjoint 
z=z,.,,+ w,+ WI 
such that 
W,@ wl=z, W,@Z,,,= w 
where 
(i) on Z,,,,, : e’ “’ is completely nonunitary and weekly stable; 
(ii) on Z,: e.“’ 1s a unitary S.C. group. It follows that in our present 
case, Z, = {O}, the trivial subspace, for otherwise Stone’s theorem would 
yield that the eigenvalues of d on Z, are on the imaginary axis, and this 
would contradict Lemma 2.1 (ii) when I’E C’ or else 52 = parallelepiped. 
Thus, in our case, Z = Z,.,,, and e.d’ IS weakly stable on Z; however, since 
.d has compact resolvent on Z by Lemma 2.1, then e&’ is actually stable in 
the strong topology of Z [B . I]: e,“‘z 40, z E Z. Theorem 1.1 is fully 
proved. 1 
3. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 1.2 
3.1 Preliminary Results and Outline of Strategy 
For the feedback problem (1.8) we define the (“energy”) E(w, t) by the 
squared norm of the semigroup in (2.1) 
Q E(to), t 2 to (3.1) 
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by the contraction property in Lemma 2.1, where w(t) = w(t; wO, w,), 
wt(t) z w,(c wo, w,), two, WI1 E z. 
Following, in part, [Ll], we introduce 
Q(f) = Q,(t) + Qdt) 
Q,(t) = qtE(t) (4 
(3.2) 
Q*(f)=i((r-divh)AP1wl(t), w(t))* (b) (3.3) 
Here, q is a positive constant, r another constant, both to be chosen at the 
end of the proof below (3.69), while h(x) = [h,(x),..., h,(x)] is-for the 
time being-a smooth, time independent vector field on 8, say h E C2(Q). 
Schwarz inequality on (3.3b) yields 
Q,(l) 6 Ch,r IIA “2ll { IIA “*w,(t)lli+ Ilw(t)lliI GCon%,,E(to), t 2 to 
so that, for any constant fl> 0, we conclude from here and (3.1~(3.3) 
lim e-BrQ(t) = 0, (3.4) 
,-CC 
a result needed below. From (3.3a), (3.1) we compute 
de,(t) 
-= qE(t) + 2qt[w,(t), w(t))n + (A -“2W,,(t), A -“2W,(t)L21 
dr 
(by (l.l6))=qE(r)+2qr[(w,(t)~w(l)),- (A~‘!‘~(t)lfA-“~w(t)),, 
- P*w,(th D*w,(t)),l. 
Recalling Corollary 2.2, 
de*(t) - = qE(t) - 2qt IlD*W,(t)ll;E L,(O, T), 
dt 
any T< 00. (3.5) 
Similarly, from (3.3b) and (1.16) 
y = i (div h - r)(w(t) + DB*w,(t), w(t)), 
+:((I-divh)A-‘w,(f), ~,(t))~ 
=f IIA- 
+k (w(t) div h, ~(t))~ +i (DD*w,(t) div h, ~(t))~ 
-;(A-‘w,(l)divh, w,(t)),~L,(0, T), any T< co (3.6) 
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again by Corollary 2.2. Thus, for any constant /I > 0 and some t, > 0 to be 
further specified below (3.69), we compute from (3.2), (3.5)-(3.6) 
I 
co 
f0 
e-2prydt=q jmehZP’E(t)dt-2q j,: tep28’ I(D*w,(t)(l$dt 
10 
+ijme -2BfCII~-“2~,(~)ll~- IlWll~l dt to 
+ jua ,-*fir 
(0 [ 
f (DD*w,(t) div h, w(t))n 
-; (DD*w,(t), w(t))n dt 1 
+; j” e-w [(w(t) div h, w(t)h 
k7 
- (A-‘w,(t) div h, w,(t)),] dt (3.7) 
with the right-hand side of (3.7) finite for any p > 0, by Lemma 2.1(i) and 
Corollary 2.2. Our goal is then to show that, for a suitable choice of the 
constants q> 0 and r, the right-hand side (R.H.S.) of (3.7) satisfies the 
inequality 
R.H.S. of (3.7) < -Ci,,,t,, s QI e-2B’E(t) dt + C$,E(t,) (3.8) 10 
for some to > 0, with (positive) constants Ci,r,fo, C:r,,oE(t,) depending on 
q, Y, t,, but independent of /I > 0, and for all initial data [w(t& w,(to)] E Z. 
Indeed, since 
I 
00 
e P2”L$(t)dt=2fi~~e -2B’Q(t) dt -e-2P’0Q(to) (3.9) 
10 
by integration by parts with the help of (3.4), we see from (3.7~(3.9) that 
then 
2bjwe -28’Q(t) dt + Ci,r,,o 
to I 
m e-28’E(t) dt 
10 
d C&$(&J + e-*Tqto + c,,J E(td (3.10) 
after estimating Q(t,) via (3.2)-(3.3). Moreover, since Q(t) 2 0 for t > t, 
with t, sufficiently large, we may drop the first term in (3.10), thus obtain- 
ing 
I 
cc 
e -2B’E(t) dt < const,,,,E( to), for all j? > 0, all [w(tO), wl(to)] E Z 
IO 
(3.11a) 
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where const does not depend on p > 0. Letting j3 JO and using the contrac- 
tion property of E(t), we plainly conclude that 
I O” E(t) dr < const E(O), two, WI1 6 z (3.11b) 0 
where const is independent on the initial data [wo, wl] EZ. Thus, for the 
semigroup e&l in (3.1), a well-known result [Dl ] applies under condition 
(3.11): there are positive constants 6, M, such that 
[wo, w,] E Z and our desired conclusion is achieved. Thus, our Main 
Theorem is proved, as soon as we establish inequality) (3.8), under the 
assumptions of Section 1 on the vector field h on 0. To this end, with 
reference to the R.H.S. of (3.7), we set for convenience 
G,(w) = G~q,r,to,/d~) 
= 4 I g) e-28’E(t)dt+ijm e-2B’[(IA-“2w,(t)ll:,- Ilw(t)lli] dt f0 10 
(3.13) 
G,(w) = Gz,r,,,J~) 
00 
= -*P 
f [ 
e 
10 
i (DD*w,(~) div h, ~(t))~ -f (DD*w,(~), w(t)),] dt 
(3.14) 
+q ,-w [(w(t) div h, w(t))a- (/‘w,(t) div h, wt(t))a] dr 
f0 
(3.15) 
whereby (3.7) is more concisely rewritten as 
s 
m 
e -*@z(f) dt=G,(w)+G2(w)-2q[m teeZBt IlD*w,(t)ll:dt. (3.7’) 
10 IO 
Then, plainly, inequality (3.8) holds true a fortiori, if we can establish that 
for suitable constants q > 0, I and to > 0, and for all b > 0, we have 
G,(w) + G*(w) - 2qt, s”; e-*@ I(D*w,(t)(l2,dt 
(0 
G -CL,, I 
00 
e -*%7(t) dr + C$,,E( to) (3.16) 
$ 
for all initial data [w( to), w,(t,)] E Z. 
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Orientation 
Since the proof of inequality (3.16) is lengthly and technical, we outline 
here at the outset the guiding strategy used in establishing it. We shall need 
to compare the energy terms 
I 
m 
e -*D JIA p’/2wt(t)l(~ dt, jz eP2Br IIw(t)ll& dt (#) 
10 f0 
on the one hand, with the boundary dissipation term 
s 
cc 
ep2@’ lID*w,(t)l(Fdt (##I 
4 
on the other. More precisely, we shall seek to express G,(w) in (3.15) as the 
sum of terms of the following three kinds: 
(i) whenever possible, either terms as in (# ) premultiplied by a 
negative coefficient, or else terms O(E(t,)) (by convention, Co will mean 
bounded by a constant independent of p or to) 
(ii) if unable to achieve goal (i), then terms as in (# ) pre-multiplied 
by a positive coefficient which we then must endeavor to make arbitrarily 
small; 
(iii) terms as in (# # ), even if premultiplied by positive coefficients, 
however independent on t,. 
The ultimate goal is then to select suitable constants q>O, r such that 
[termsin (i)and (ii)] +G,(w),< -C:,,,,Os; eP28’E(t)dt+O(E(t0)) 
for all /I>0 
while the terms in (iii), having (possibly positive) coefficients inde- 
pendent on to, are then compensated by the remaining term 
-2qr, J; r r’j’ ljD*~~,(t)~If-dr in (3.16) for a suitable choice of to > 0 suf- 
ficiently large. 
The program regarding the decomposition of G*(t) in terms of the type 
described in (i), (ii), (iii) is achieved in Propositions 3.6 and 3.7 and 
culminates in relation (3.68). As a preliminary step toward this decom- 
position, we easily obtain from (3.15) by virtue of D being bounded 
L,(r) --) L,(Q) (see (1.6 )I, 
G,(w) = 4 I’* epzsr [(w(t) div h, w(t))n - (A-‘w,(t) div h, wl(t)),] dt 
10 
[‘” ec28’ llw(t)ll~dt 
10 > 
+iO(j”e -‘O* IlD*w,(t)ll$dt 
10 
(3.17) 
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where 0 denotes upper bound depending on maxn ldiv hi, \lDll re(L,(rj:Lz(nJj, 
in particular independent of p > 0 or t, > 0, and where s1 > 0 is arbitrary. 
Thus, according to the preceeding paragraph, we only need to obtain the 
desired decomposition for the first two terms of G,(w) given by (3.17). This 
will be accomplished in Propositions 3.6 and 3.7. Key to this end is the 
observation that, by (l.lO), D*w,= D*AA-‘w,= -(a/&) A-‘w,, i.e., as 
normal derivative ap/& of a new variable p = A ~ ‘w,. 
3.2. An a Priori identity 
It will suffice to establish the desired inequality (3.1 lb) for all initial data 
two, w,] E g(d), see (1.14), and then extend by continuity to all [w,,, wi] 
Z, as usual. Thus, since inequality (3.16) implies [inequality (3.11a), 
hence] inequality (3.1 lb), it will suffice to establish (3.16) under the 
assumption-kept henceforth unless otherwise stated-that [w(t,), w,(tO)] E 
g(a). Recalling (1.14) we see that then the corresponding solution satisfies 
w(t) = Jet; w(t,), w,(to)) EC(Cto, n; fww (3.18a) 
Cw(to), wt(to)l E a-4 
w,(t) = w,(t; w(t,), w,(t,)) E C(Eto, Tl; WJ)), 
w,,(t) = w,,(c w(b), W,(b))E C(Ct,, n; ~-v-a 
(3.18b) 
(3.18c) 
for any t, < T< co. The left-hand side of (3.16) contains the boundary term 
IlD*wt(fNr> see Corollary 2.2. By (l.lO), this suggests introducing a new 
variable p(t): 
D*w,(t) = D*AA-‘w,(t) = -$ p(t) on [to, T] XT (3.19) 
p(t)= A-lwt(t) 
E C(Ct,, Tl, %@‘*h t-w(to)~ w,(hdl E .z 
E C([t,, T]; 9(A)), [w(to), wl(kJl E %J4 
(3.20) 
by Lemma 2.1 and (3.18b). Moreover, by (1.6) Lemma 2.1 and 
Corollary 2.2 we get the top inclusion of 
p,(t)=A-‘w,,(t)= -[w(t)+DD*w,(t)] 
E Mto, T; J%(Q)), for [wO, wl] EZ (4 
E: C([t,, Tl; H’(Q)), for Cwo, wll EWJO (b) 
(3.21) 
while the inclusion at the bottom follows by (3.18) and 
DD*: L,(Q) + H’(0) continuously, see (1.15). Hence, 
p,,(t) = -w,(t) - DD*w,,(t) = -Ap(t) - DD*wl,(t). (3.22) 
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In terms of the scalar function p(t, x), x E 52, corresponding to the vector 
valued function p(t) = p(t, .), Eqs. (3.20)-(3.22) are written explicitly as the 
following hyperbolic problem 
$tp+F on(t,, cf~)xQ (a) 
p(to, .) = A-‘wt(tO), p,(fo, .) = --Cw(t,) + DD*w,(tdl in 0 (b) 
p=o in (to, co) x f (c) 
(3.23) 
(the homogeneous Dirichlet B.C. on p stems from p(t) E 9(A)), where 
F= -DD*w,,. (3.24) 
In our argument, we shall have to consider the pointwise values p,(t,,), 
p,(T), etc. in L,(Q): notice from (3.21b) that they make sense for initial 
data [w(t,), wl(to)] ~9(&), as assumed, while from (3.21a) the pointwise 
meaning for p,(t) in &(a) is lost for general initial data in 2. By (3.20) 
A-“*w,(t)=A”*p(t) 
i 
E C(Cto, n J%(Q)), CW(~~)~ ,(hJl E Z WW 
E C(Cto, Tl; w‘@‘2))Y Cw(kJ, w,(~o)l E2(4 
(3.25b) 
and by (3.25a) the following expressions are well defined for all t 
II~-“2~~,(N:,= ll~“2~(N:~= II lVp(t)l II;= j IW)l’dQ R 
equivalent o II p(t) II ibcQ, 
<.E(r)<E(t,), f> 2, (3.26) 
Since Iz =OEP(&), the resolvent set of d (a special case contained in 
Lemma 2.1), then for [w(t,), wl(to)] E Q(d), and z = t - t,: 
by the contraction property. A fortiori, (3.27a) implies via (1.14) and below 
that 
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Thus, for [w(t,,), w,(t,)] E .5@(d) and T> to we obtain from (3.26), (3.21), 
and (3.27) using the contraction of E(t) 
II lb(T)l II;+ Ih(T)Il%CC(E(T)+ IIw(TNI;+ llw,V)ll:,) 
uniformly in T > t , , a result to be repeatedly invoked: here C depends on 
1 + Il~~*Ilzw&2)) and the constant of equivalence in (3.26). After the 
preliminaries, we pass now to analyze (see (3.19)) 
for problem (3.23). This is accomplished as a consequence of the following 
result, obtained by adapting to present circumstances the “multiplier” 
technique as in [LLTl]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 52 possess a uector field h(x) = [h,(x),..., h,(x)] E 
C’(n). Then, the following identity holds for problem (3.23)-(3.24) with 
[w(t,), wl(to)] E Z and for any fl> 0 
1,9 e-2D’@i (h.Vp)-f(g)2 h-v] drdt 
=~me~2~‘~~(HVp)~VpdQdt-~~~e~2~‘~Q~Vp(2divhdQdt 
(0 10 
+ i It: e --2Bf .F, p: div h dQ dt - 28 I’D e-2B’ IQ w(h *VP) ds1 dt 
10 
+ e-28’0(w(t,), h. A - 1’2w,(to))n - Cm e- 2p’(DD*w,, h .VP,)~ dt 
(3.29) 
where H(x) is the n x n Jacobian matrix of h(x) 
ah, ah, 
ax,‘“” zn 
H(x) E $..., 2 
1 n 
ah, ah, 
q- ax, 
and HVp denotes multiplication of the matrix H and the vector Vp. 
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Remark 3.1. Before proving Theorem 3.1, we analyze the terms at the 
right of identity (3.29). From (3.26), (3.21), and Corollary 2.2, we can see 
that for p>O the integrals 
f 
7L 
to 
eMzB’ /I IVp(t)l 11: dt; IW epzpr ~Ip,(t)l/~ dt, (* e--2B’ /lDD*w,(t)ll$ dt 
10 QJ 
are all well defined (finite) for [w(&), w,(to)] E Z, using the contraction 
property of E(t). Thus, all terms on the right of identity (3.29) are well 
defined, except possibly for the last term. That this last term is also well 
defined follows from the next Proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 
and Cw(td ~t(to)l 
I 
cc 
epZP’(DD*w,(t), 
10 
Under the vector field assumption, we have for /I > 0 
h. V~,(t))n dt 
Ia eezB’ Ilw(t)l(i dt 
10 
la eezB* IlD*w,(t)ll~dt 
10 
-2Br IID*wl(t)l(;dt ]“2). 8 ([I,,’ eb2@ Ilw(t)ll$ dt]“‘) 
(3.31) 
where Co denotes upper bound with a multiplicative constant independent of /I 
and t,, and the right-hand side of (3.31) is finite by Corollary 2.2 and the 
contraction property of E(t) in (3.1). 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We prove initially equality (3.29) for 
[w(t,), wt(to)] l g(d) and then extend to all of Z, using Remark 3.1 and 
Proposition 3.2. Adapting the multiplier technique used in [LLTl], we 
multiply both sides of the equation in (3.23) by e-28’h. Vp and integrate 
over (to, co) x Q 
ss 
m 
ee2B’p,,(h .Vp) dt dQ 
R 10 
z j,r Jo e -‘PI Ap(h . Vp) dQ dt + 6 Ja eeZB’F(h *Vp) dQ dt. (3.32) 
As to the left-hand side (L.H.S.) of (3.32), we integrate by parts in I, use 
e-2BT(p,(T)T h.Vp(T)), + 0 as T-+ cc by (3.28), and p, (a/at)(ap/ax,) = 
+(a/ax,)( pf), thus obtaining: 
left-hand side (L.H.S.) of (3.32) = 
-e~‘P”‘(p,(t,), h.Vp(t,)), + 2bl,r JQ e-2B’p,h.Vp dl2 dt 
I 
4 I e 2a’h . V( pf) dQ dt. 10 0 (3.33) 
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From the identity 
div( $h) = h . V$ + $ div h 
valid for any, say, H’(S2)-scalar function $, the divergence theorem gives 
j h*V$dR=j J/h.vdT-J’ +divhdQ (3.34) 
R I- n 
with v outward unit normal. Application of (3.34) with $ = p: in the last 
integral of (3.33) along with p, (r = 0 (a consequence of (3.23~)) transforms 
(3.33) into 
L.H.S. of (3.32) = -e-2Bfo(pl(t,), h .VP(~~))~ 
p,h.Vp dsZ dt + t Irn eP2/’ Ia pf div h dQ 
10 
(3.35) 
the ( , ),--inner product being well defined, see statement following (3.24). 
As to the right-hand side (R.H.S.) of (3.32) we apply Green’s first theorem 
in its first term 
f[y e-28t fQ Ap(h . VP) dQ dt 
Vp.V(h.Vp)dQ 1 dt (3.36) 
Direct computations show the following identity for any H2(Q)-function 
@: 
V@.V(h.V@)= f (V@Vh,)g+;hV(,V@,‘) 
k=l (3.37) 
(by(3.30))=(HV@)VQi++hV(IV@12). 
We next apply identity (3.37) with @ = p to the last integral in (3.36) 
-J,p eC2BtJo (HVp).Vp ds2 dt 
--jjlr e-‘“il, h*V((Vpl’) df2 dt. 
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Finally, identity (3.34) with I++ = JVp(* applied to the last integral above, 
along with ILJp/&I = IVp( on r, (a consequence of the homogeneous B.C. 
(3.23c)), yields 
R.H.S. of (3.32) 
F(h . Vp) dQ dt 
Combining (3.35) and (3.38), we obtain 
+ i J,r eezgt fQ pf div h dQ dt + 2j3 Ia, e-2Br Ia p,(h * Vp) ds2 dt 
10 
-e -2P’o(pt(to), h .Vp(t,)),--J,r e-2Br Jo F(heVp) dJ2 dt (3.39) 
But, from (3.24), integrating by parts in t 
F(h . Vp) ds2 dt 
= 
ss 
m DD*w,,(t)[e-2B’h .Vp(t)] dt a%2 
Q 10 
= -e-2gto(DD*w,( to), h . Vp( to))o 
+2fiJm e -28’(DD*w,(t), h-VP(t)), dt 
r0 
s 
co 
- ePZBr(DD*w,(t), h *Vp,(t))n dz (3.40) 
10 
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since e- ‘B’(Do*w,(T), h*Vp(T)), + 0 as T + az~ by (3.28). Now, the 
desired conclusion (3.29) follows from summing up (3.39), (3.40), after. 
using (3.21): p,(t)+DD*w,(t)= -w(t) twice, once for t= to in combining 
the two ( , ),-terms, and once in combining the two integrals premultiplied 
by 28. Proposition 3.1 is proved. 1 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Recalling (3.21) for pI, we write 
s 
co 
e-*@‘(DD*w,(t), h .VP,(~))~ dt = I, + I2 (3.41) 
10 
I,= -Jme -‘@(DD:w(t), h .V(DDw:(t))), dt 
to 
(3.42) 
I,= -jme -‘@(DD*w,(t), h.Vw(t)), dt 
10 
(3.43) 
To estimate II and Z2, we need the following extension of (3.34) 
Ingh.V*dSZ=~~g*h.vdr-l $h*VgdQ-/Gg$divhdQ (344a) 
R 
for scalar, say H’(Q)-functions g and $, easily obtainable from (3.34), 
which for g = + specializes to* 
[ (I/h.V$dQ=$[ $*h.vdT--t[ $*divhdQ. (3.44b) 
R I- R 
To estimate I,, we use (3.44b) with I/I= DD*w,, whereby $lr= D*w,, so 
that 
-*B IlD*w,(t)lj;dt 
by virtue also of D being continuous L,(T) + L*(Q), (1.6), and 
Corollary 2.2. To estimate Z2, we first rewrite (3.44a) with g = DD*w,, 
gl,=D*w,and rj=w, so that $lr=wl,-= -D*w, by (l.l8c), thusobtain- 
ing 
(DD*w,(t), h.Vw(t)),= -J:(D*w,(t)) D*w,(t) h.v dZ-’ 
- (w(t), DD*w,(t) div h), 
- (w(t), h. V(DD*w,(t)), (3.46) 
2 (3&b) follows more directly by applying the divergence theorem to the vector field G = 
J&*h, so that div G = Jl(h . V$) + j$’ div h. 
505166!3-5 
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where the first two terms on the right-hand side of (3.46) are well-defined 
at least a.e. in t, by Corollary 2.2. Moreover, via (1.6), they can be directly 
estimated as 
I (D*~~(t))~h. v dT+ (w(t), DD*w,(t) div h)Q r 
= ~(IP*w,(~Nl3 + @4llw(~)ll, IP*wt(tNlr) a.e. in t. (3.47) 
That the third term on the right of (3.46) is also well-defined a.e. in t is the 
result of the following: 
LEMMA 3.3. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.2 on h, so that 
h(a) = k(a)v on r, k(a) E C( I’), we have 
(w(t), hT(DD*w,(t)),=;; 
( 
$ (DD*w(t)), kD*w(t)) 
> I 
+ allw(t)ll, IP*w,(t)llr) a.e. in t. (3.48) 
Proof: See Appendix A. 1 
Continuing with the proof of Proposition 3.2, we return to (3.46), where 
we use (3.47)-(3.48), thus obtaining 
(DD*w,(t), h.Vw(t)), = - f ft (; (DD*w(t)), kD*w(t)) 
r 
+ o(llW(t)llR IP*w,(t)llr) 
+ O(llD*w,(t)ll~), a.e. in t. (3.49) 
By means of (3.49), we can finally estimate I, in (3.43). 
(DD*w(t)), kD*w(t) dt 
> I- 
+c @{e-B’ Itw(t @’ IP*w,(t)ll> dt 
+jme 
10 
-2B’Cl(((D*w,(t)(lZ,) dt= -ie-284 Y$ (DD*w(t,)), kD’w(t,)) 
f 
(DD*w(t)), kD*w(t) dt 
> r 
Ilw(t)ll~ dt]“‘i 0 { [ [,r e-2Br ll~*wt(t)l:dt]1’2~ 
-2p I(D*w,(t)l);dt (3.50) 
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where, in the last step, we have used that, for /I > 0 
,-VT ; (DD*w( T), kD*w(T)) +0 as T+cQ. (3.51) 
r 
This is so, since w(T) E L,(Q), hence D*w(T) E Z!Z”2(!Z) by (1.9), finally 
DD*w( T) E H’(Q) by (1.6) and solves the Laplace equation. Therefore, 
(a/~%) DD*w( T) E H-1’2(f) [Kellogg theorem 3.8.1 p. 71 and ff] and 
; DD*w( T), kD*w( T) lP*w(T)lI ~qr) 
H-‘/z(r) 
(c = T:; IWI) < C Il~(T)ll& 6 CE(T) < CE(4,) (3.52) 
for all T> to, by contraction of E( ), ((3.1)), and (3.51) follows from (3.52). 
Using again (3.52) for the first two terms in the expression of I2 in (3.50) 
we then obtain 
12=O(E(to))+/K!l 
1 
Jm epzat Ilw(t)ll~ dt +O 
10 I i 
It: e-28’ llD*w,(t)ll:drj 
+o p20r 
I to 
Ilw(f)ll2n dr]li2} 0 { [J,r eMzpr /l~*w~~~~ll:dl]1’2} 
(3.53) 
The desired estimate (3.31) of Proposition 3.2 now follows from (3.41), 
(3.45), and (3.53). 
3.3. Use of Assumption (H.2) = (1.21) and Final Estimate in Terms of p 
Having proved Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, we continue with the proof of 
the main theorem. We now use the estimate (3.31) of Proposition 3.2 for 
the last term in identity (3.29) of Proposition 3.1 and obtain 
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=j,;e2fit jJ$ WVp)-f($h.v]drdt 
+28 jme - 2Bt( w, h . VP), dt 
10 
-e-ZB’o(w(t,), h. A -“2w,(t,,))Q + qzqt,,)) 
jm czar llD*w,(t)ll$dt 
10 
I’“) 0 Co O” e-zSt Ilw(t)ll; dz 
w 
. 
(0 I) 
(3.54) 
But, recalling the assumption h I ,-= k(a)v on r and the relations (8p/&) = 
--D*w, ((3.19)), and (8p/avl= IVp( on r (by (3.23c)), we have 
jt:e-2pjr[g (h.Vp)-;($)‘h.v]dTdt 
=cJ O” 
0 e-2B’ JJD*w,(t)J($dt . 10 > 
Moreover, by Schwarz inequality and (3.26) 
(3.55) 
28 jme - ‘@‘(w, h . VP), dt 
fll 
= PO i, e -2Bt IlNt)ll$ df]“‘} Q {[I,” e-2sf II IWt)l lli]‘/‘} 
= PO j,: e { 
-28’E(t) dt). (3.56) 
Similarly 
e-2B’o(w(to), h. AP’/2w,(t,))n = O(E(t,)). 
Using (3.55)-(3.57) in (3.54) yields the simplified expression 
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(3.58) 
Using now assumption (H2) = (1.21) on H on the left-hand side of (3.58) 
and 2u”2b”2 6 (l/&,)a + e2b on the last term of the right-hand side, we 
finally arrive at the following result, which we formalize as 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Under the vector field assumption on Q, the following 
estimate holds for /I > 0 
s 
cc 
P ee2@ II IVp(t)l 11; dt - (B + c2) 0 
10 
irn e- 
10 
‘stE( t) dt } 
+~/me-2A’[o(p:(t)-lVp(t)12)divhdQdt 
10 
<O(E(t,)) + (1 +d) 0 {jr: eezsr llD’w,(t)ll$dt} (3.59) 
where ~~ > 0 is arbitrary. 
3.4. Return Form p to w in Estimate (3.59) 
We now express the left hand side of (3.59) in terms of w. We begin with 
a Lemma on the third integral term of (3.59). 
LEMMA 3.5. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.4 we have for fi > 0. 
i jtree2CI ja (p:(t)-IVp(t)12)divhdQdt 
=G2(w)+(l+lrl){(&I+C1)~(j,~e~21ir~~)l,o(bdt) 
+( 1 +$+i) 0 (jtr c2@ ll~*w,(t)(l~d~)] 
2~r ))A-‘12w,(t)JJL dt fm eezs’ IIp(t)ll& dt) 
10 
(3.60) 
where G2(w) is defined by (3.15), E, is as in (3.17), and Ed, Ed, and Ed are 
arbitrary positive constants. 
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ProoJ We begin with the term involving p: = w2 + (DD*w,)‘+ 
2w(DD*w,), (from (3.21)) 
;j-;e-y* pf( t) div h ds2 dt 
1 @z =- 
2 5 
e-28’(w(t), w(t) div h)* dr 
4 
f 
m 
e-2Pf(DD*w,(t), DD*w,(t) div h)Q dt 
10 
+y ,-wr (DD*w,(t), w(t) div h)sa dt 
10 
Also writing V( p div h) = div h Vp + pV(div h), we have 
(3.61) 
f 
R 
IVpI’divhdQ=/ divhVp.VpdQ 
n 
= 1 
R 
Vp.V(pdivh)dSJ-1 Vp.V(divh)pdQ 
c2 
(Green’s first theorem, with p = 0 on r as in (3.23~)). 
=- f 
R 
dp( p div h) dLl - I [Vp * V(div h)] p ds2 
R 
(using wI=AA-‘w,= -d(A-‘w,) = -dp, by (3.20), as well as (3.26)) 
= (w,, ~~‘~,~~~~~,+~(Il~~1~2~,ll,llplI,). (3.62) 
Combining (3.61) with (3.62) 
(p:(t)-lVp(t)12)divhdf2dr 
1 00 =- 
2 f 
e-2B’[(w(t), w(t) div h)n - (w,(t), A-‘w,(t) div h)n] dt 
10 
‘@(DD*w,(t), DD*w,(t) div h)n 
s 
co + e-‘fl’(DD*w,(t), w(t) div h), df 
to 
r 
+ s e-28’~(llA-“2w,(t)ll, lIp(t)l df 10 
(3.63) 
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from which via Schwartz inequality we obtain with D: L*(r) + L*(Q) 
(p:(t) - IVp(t)12) div h dsZ dt 
1 00 =- 
2 I 
e-2B’[W(t)divh, W(t))p-(A-lwt(t)divh, wt(t))n] dt 
10 
+o m 
1, 
e-2Bf IlD*w,(t)llf-dt 
10 I 
+O Ime 
i 
-‘@’ IV -“2w,(tNn IIdt)lln dt 
f0 
+6 Sme 
i[ 
112 
-2Br IlD*w,(t)l$dt 
IO 1 I 
ID 
m 
X0 ec2Br Ilw(t)lli dt . 
10 
(3.64) 
Recalling (3.17) and using 2a b ‘I2 1’2 < (l/.s)a + cb in the last two additive 
terms of (3.64), we obtain the desired relation (3.60). 1 
We now use (3.60) of Lemma 3.5 into (3.59) of Proposition 3.4. Writing 
II IVp(t)l Iii= IIA ~“2%wlx, see (3.26) and rearranging the terms, we 
finally arrive at 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.5, we have for 
P>O 
p2a’ (IA ~ “*w,(t)(l~ dt + (j?+c2)0 ePZB’E(t) dt 
+ 2+:+;+;) 0 (j” e-2Br llD*wt(t)ll:dr)} 
( 10 
+.s40 =e- 
(i 
2a’ [IA -“2w,(t)ll; dt 
10 > 
II dt)ll; dt + WE(b)) 
> 
with Q arbitrary positive numbers. 
Proposition 3.6 represents a first major step in the effort to achieve the 
decomposition of G,(w) in the desirable form, which was explained in 
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points (i), (ii), (iii) of the Orientation, given below (3.16). The second and 
conclusive major step in this direction is given by the following proposition 
on the term before the last in (3.65). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. For any E > 0, there exists a number C, > 0 such that 
for every /? > 0 and to > 0 
s 
x 
emzg’ I/p(t)llidt<E X ec2D’ 
5 II ~,(t)ll~ dt + (to + 1 )C,W). (3.66) 10 10 
Proof: See Section 3.5 below. 1 
Once in possession of estimates (3.65) and (3.66), we can finally achieve 
our goal of proving inequality (3.16). By (3.21) 
i 
cc 
10 
e-‘@’ Ilp,(t)l(kdt<2 m epzpt I/w(t)I/&dt+2Kjm epzB* IlD*w,(t)ll$dt 
s to to 
(3.67) 
(K= Il~*II:,L?(n,.Lz,r)) . ) Using (3.65)(3.67) and recalling (3.13), we obtain 
G,(w)+G,(w)-2qt,j” eczg’ IlD*w,(t)llcdt 
bl 
Q9 s 
me-2B’E(t)dt+(~+E2)0 ire 
63 ( 
- 28’E( t) dt ) 
+; s 
x 
ep28’ [IA p”2w,(t)ll~ dt 
10 
-pC:jx epzp’ /A-“*w,(t)ll&dt 
10 
+c40 11x4 +*w,(t)l(:, dt 
> 
r m -- 
2 I 
e-*0’ ljw(t)ll& dt + (1 + Irl)(t+ + ~~16’ 
10 
jrn e-28’ Ilw(t)llL dt 
4 > 
+:.~Eo (j” e-‘p’ IIw(t)(lidt 
cl 
X e -28’ IID*w,(t)ll$dt 
> 
+O(E(t,)+C, j;E(t)dt. (3.68) 
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Then, our goal of establishing inequality (3.16) is a fortiori accomplished, 
provided we prove that the right-hand side (R.H.S.) of (3.68) satisfies 
R.H.S. of (3.68) < -Ci,r,t, 
s 
m e-2a’E( t) dt + Cbf,,,,,E( to) (3.39) 
10 
for a suitable selection of the parameters q, t,, > 0, and r, and for suitable 
constants C2, C” depending on these parameters. We recall, at this point, 
that the symbol 0 in (3.68) denotes upper bound by a constant, which is 
independent of the parameter fi > 0 as well as of the parameters E, si > 0 and 
t,, i = l,..., 4. Moreover, as explained in the paragraph between (3.1 la) and 
(3.1 lb), we eventually let /I JO. Then, to achieve (3.69), we proceed through 
the following steps by analyzing the R.H.S. of (3.68): 
(i) given p >O (p as in (1.21)) we choose Ed so small as to have 
negative the coefficient of l$ e -u’ I\,4 - “‘w,(r)ll~ dt in the R.H.S. of (3.68), 
i.e., R, = [r/2 - p + ~~01-c 0, hence r/2 < p; 
(ii) next, we choose E, , Ed, E so small as to have negative the coef- 
ficient of j; ep2p’ /w(t)iiidt in the R.H.S. of (3.68) i.e., 
-~+(l+\r~)(t.,+a~)+~2sO. <O 
1 
whereby r > 0. 
iii 
that(..) 
setting R = max[ R, , Rz J < 0, we then select /I and &2 so small 
q+(j?+E2)O+R<0 
for suitable 0 < q < (RI ; 
(iv) having fixed ei, E, i= l,..., 4 and selected r and q as above, we 
then choose t, >O so large as to have negative the coeffkient of 
j; ec2B’ IlD*w,(t)ll~dt in the R.H.S. of (3.68), i.e., 
-2qt0+ (l+lrI) 
[ ( 
2+$+;+; +T > 1 O<O 
in agreement with the strategy outlined in the Orientation below (3.16). 
This way, (3.69) is proved, and so is (3.16). The proof of the main theorem 
is thus complete, as soon as we show Proposition 3.7. 
3.5. Proof of Proposition 3.7 
As in [Ll], we shall employ Laplace transform techniques in the 
variable I= fi + icr, a E R, and obtain the needed estimates for small Ial and 
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large (~11 separately. However, unlike [Ll], we prefer to use our operator 
model for (3.72) below rather than the arguments in [Ll]. As in [Ll], we 
introduce a new variable 
46 x) = @(r)p(t, x); Qi E C”(R); Q(O) = Q’(O) = 0; Q(t) z 1, t 2 to 
u, = pr@ + p@’ 
so that 
I 
cc 
10 
eeza' IIp(t)ljidt= m ePzP’ Ilu(l)ll6dl<S” eCZB* llu(t)ll~dt. s 10 0 
Then, in the new variable u problem (3.23) becomes 
g+lu+B in(0, co)xQ 
~lI=o=~,II=o=o in 52 
u=o in(0, co)xT 
where by p, =A--%,, [(3.21)] and (3.70b) 
B= -DD*w,,@+p@“+2p,@’ 
DD*w,,@ = DD*Ap,@ = DD*A[u, - pa’]. 
The solution to problem (3.72) is then by (3.73) 
(3.70a) 
(3.70b) 
(3.71) 
(3.72a) 
(3.72b) 
(3.72~) 
(3.73a) 
(3.73b) 
u(t)=f'S(f-T) BIT 
0 
= -j S(t - T) DD*Au,(t) do + 2 j S(t - t)p,(~) W(T) dT 
0 0 
+ j’S(t - z)[DD*Ap(t) W(t) + p(z) W(r)] dr, 
0 
(3.74) 
S(t)y = s;, C(r)y dz, C( ) the cosine operator on L2(sZ) generated by -A. 
Taking the Laplace transform (9) of (3.74) with ti,(n)=X(n) by (3.72b) 
we obtain via Y[S(t)] = R(A2, -A): 
G(n) = -clR(A*, -A) DD*Ati(L) + 2R(12, - A)LZ[p,@‘](l) 
+ R(J.*, -A) cY[DD*Ap@‘+p@“](l) 
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i.e. 
[Z+ lR(1*, -A) DD*A] ti(l) 
= R(A’, -A){P’[DD*A@‘+ p@“+2p,@‘](12)} (3.75) 
valid at least for all A =B+ ia, Re 120, with A2=j2-a2 +2ia/?# 
{ -pn, n = 1, 2,...}, pFL, >0 being the eigenvalues of the positive self adjoint 
operator A (as in Sect. 2); i.e., except when: fi = 0 and a2 = p,,, i.e., i = I, = 
+i&, where R(12, -A) is not defined. However, noticing that 
Z+IR(L2, -A)DD*A=R(L2, -A)[Z+IDD*+12A-1]A (3.76) 
ReiZ>O, A f A”, have from 
(A2 + A) R(A2, -A) = ide:ty on L,(Q), that: 
(3.75)-(3.76), using 
ti(~)=A-1[Z+IDD*+12A-1]-1{dP[DD*Ap~’+~~N+2~,Qi’](~)} 
(3.77) 
Now, because of the results in Section 2 (see operator (2.3) in Lemma 2.1) 
we know that the operator V(A) = [Z+ ADD* + d2Ae1]-’ is well defined 
as a bounded operator on L,(Q) in the closed right half-plane Re Ia 0, 
including the imaginary axis /I = 0, and is holomorphic in Re I > 0 [Kl, 
p. 365 bottom]. Moreover, for any A in the closed rectangle, say 
$,: 06 Re 1~ 1, 1Im 11 <aO, with a,>0 arbitrary, we have 
Recalling Ap= W, and p,= -[w+ DD*w,] from (3.20)-(3.21), we rewrite 
(3.77) as 
iQ)=A-‘V(I){Y[-@‘DD*w,+@“(A-‘w,)-2@’w](l)}. (3.79) 
By (3.78~(3.79), we then obtain with A= /?+ ia, Z? fixed 0</3< 1, using 
Parseval equality) 
I IlfU+ ia)llL da lal s a0 
IIY[@‘DD*w,](B + ia>ll& da 
+i IILY[@“(A-~‘w,)](~ + ia)lli da lal i ml 
+.I IWC@‘wl(B + iaNI& da lal GalI 
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i-i 
cc 
< cc, e -2S’I(@‘(t) DD*w,(t)ll~ dt 
0 
(3.80) 
(recalling from (3.70a) that @’ = W’ = 0 for t 2 to, and invoking (1.6) and 
(3.1)) 
d cc, lio*~,(t)ll:dt+l”E(t)dt 
0 
By using Corollary 2.2 on the first integral and contraction of E(t) on the 
second, we obtain 
=C(tO+l)C,,E(0),II=~+ia&?~,. (3.81) 
For A=/?+& O</I61, (aI >cc,>O, we proceed as in [Ll]: G,(n)=Ali(A) 
by (3.72b) and so, since 1/)1112 < (Ia~*/c$(l/l~(‘) < l/a: 
1 
di cLo [,, ,?. IlW~)lli da <$ low c2” Ildt)ll& dt (3.82) 
by Parseval equality. Taking now l/a: ,< E, E preassigned, and using 
(3.81 t(3.82) and Parseval equality, we get 
s 
z 6 E e ~- m lIu,(f)ll; dt + (lo + 1 )CC,,,E(O). (3.83) 
0 
Since u = p for t > to, 
s 
co 
epzsr IIp(t)ll~ dt < 
0 
j: lIp(t)ll~ dt + lrn e-*” Ilu(t) dt 
0 
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(by (3.20) and (3.83)Gj: II(A-‘w,)(t)ll~d~ 
s ccl +& e-2bc Ilut(t)ll:, df + 2k,CCAO) 0 
I 
m 
<.E e-2B’ Ilu,(t)ll; dt + (to+ 2t,CC,) E(O) (3.84) 
0 
by using II(A-‘w,)(t)JI:,~E(t)~E(O) for t,>,taO. By u,=p,@+p@‘, 
@ = 1, for t > to, ((3.70b)), 
s 
cc 
e-‘@ Ilut(t)ll~ dt= C@ 
[j 
d” IIPWll;d~+ jm c2” IIP,(t)ll;dt . 1 (3.85) 0 f0 
But, by (3.20), (3.21), (1.6) and Corollary 2.2 
IMM+ IIP,~~~ll:,~~{ll~~-‘~,~~~~ll~+ IIWl &+ Il~*w(~)ll2,~wo) 
so that (3.85) becomes 
I 
co 
epzs’ l~ut(t)ll~dt~Ct,E(0)+jm eczgr IIpl(t)(Jidt. (3.86) 
0 10 
Finally (3.86) inserted into (3.84), produces (3.66) as desired. 
Proposition 3.7 is proved. 1 
4. WAVE EQUATION WITH DISSIPATIVE FEEDBACK 
IN THE NEUMANN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: A SKETCH 
For sake of completeness, we provide in this section a sketchy treat- 
ment-in the spirit of Sections 2 and 3-f the corresponding energy decay 
problem of the wave equation on a bounded domain, with dissipative feed- 
back acting this time in the Neumann boundary conditions. The feedback 
system is now 
g4w on (0, co)xA2 (4.la) 
w(0, x) = we(x) E H’(Q); 
w,(O, x) = WI(X) E J%Q) 
(4.lb) 
a 
avw= -wt on(0, co)xf (4.lc) 
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Let N denote the “Neumann map,“3 i.e., the continuous map 
L,(T) + H3’2(Q) [Nl, L-M 1 ] which solves the elliptic problem 
corresponding to (4.1) (modulo an additive constant). It is defined by 
f = NV, where Af = 0 in 52 and af/av = v on r, with Jr v dT= 0, where f is 
the unique solution orthogonal in L2(sZ) to the null space N(A) of con- 
stant functions. Moreover, one can see [L-T5, p. 641 that problem (4.1) 
corresponds to the feedback operator 
dN= 
0 I 
-A -ANN*A (4.2) 
dissipative on WE 9(A1j2) x L:(Q) and generator of a S.C. semigroup of 
contractions edN’ on W (counterpart of (1.12t(1.13)). Here, -A= A with 
zero Neumann B. C. on Li(s2) = L2(Q)/~(A) = {f E L2(52): jn f dsZ = 0}, 
M(A) begin the null space of A. With the usual condition Jo w dsZ = 0 
imposed on (4.1), then we have as is well known: 
gradient norm = ! R IV~~~l’ris;! = lIA’ %llX, equivalent o IIM’II~I,~, (4.ld) 
which we shall need in the sequel. While we refer to the end of the 
introduction for relevant literature on the question under study, our pur- 
pose here is to point out that for problem (4.1) new proofs can be given of 
both the strong stability result [Q-Rl;S2; Ll, Corollary l] and the 
uniform, exponential stability result (as in [Ll], generalizing [Cl-2]), by 
means of the same techniques employed in the Dirichlet B. C. case in Sec- 
tions 2 and 3. First, the operator theoretic proof of Theorem 1.1 based on 
the operator (1.12) in the Dirichlet case works equally well for the operator 
(4.2) in the Neumann case, thereby yielding another proof of strong 
stabilization of problem (4.1). Second, we shall provide in the present sec- 
tion a sketchy treatment o the uniform exponential energy decay result for 
problem (4.1), as a parallel counterpart of the analysis of Section 3. This 
way, we shall reprove Lagnese’s main result [Ll], under slightly weaker 
assumptions. (We use (1.21~) instead of (1.21b)). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let the bounded omain Q c R” possess a vector-field h = 
[h,(x),..., h,(x)] E C2(a) satisfying the following two assumptions: 
(H 1’) h. v 2 const = y > 0 on f [replacement of (Hl ) in the Dirichlet 
case] 
(H2’) same as assumption (H2) in the Dirichlet case. 
Then there exist constants C, 6 > 0 such that, for any [wO, w, ] E W= 
‘We can likewise define N, by N, v =A where df=fin R, Jf/av = u on r, u E f.*(f). Then, 
the analysis below works on the space H’(Q) x&(O) with 
0 I 
d,,, = 
-A -A,N,N:A, 
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the corresponding solution of the feedback system (4.1) q/l “2) x L$2), 
satisfies 
ill 
w(t) 
wr(tl 
Proof: Since our proof is, in fact, a (much simplified) version of the 
same technique employed in Section 3 in the Dirichlet case, only the major 
elements will be pointed out. First, the second-order abstract model, 
corresponding to problem (4.1) is now 
w,, = -A [ w + NN*Aw,] 
counterpart of (1.16). As in (3.2), we define 
Q(t) = Q,(t) + Q,(t) 
where now W=9(A”*)@L~(SZ) and 
(4.3) 
(4.4a) 
Q,(f) = qtE(t)v as in (3.3a) (4.4b) 
Q,(t)= -$((r-divh) w,(t), ~(t))~ (4.4c) 
with q and r positive constants to be chosen below in (4.24). By contrac- 
tion of E(t) we again obtain (3.4). Differentiating Q(t) in t, using (4.3) and 
recalliing that N*Az = z 1 r [L-T5], we find that the counterpart of (3.7) or 
(3.7’) is now 
i 
cc 
,-m 
'0 
zQ(t)dt=G,(w)+G,(w)-Zq{,r teC28r Ilw,(t)ll’,dt (4.6) 
where 
G,(w) = G,,y,r,ro,pW 
=qJae 
10 
-2B’E(r)df-f 
I 
cc 
e-2P’Cllw,(t)ll~- ll~1~2w(t)ll~l dr 
10 
(4.10a) 
G,(w) z G2,r,,,,(t) 
1 m 
z- 
I 2 10 
eeZp’[(w,(t), w,(t) div h)n - (Aw(t), w(t) div h),] dr 
+; I 
co 
e-28’(r-divh) wl(t), w(t)),-dt (4.10b) 
m 
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Thus, as with Dirichlet case of Section 3, our goal now is to establish the 
counterpart of inequality (3.8), i.e., 
s 
m 
,-w 
43 
~Q(t)dt~G,(w)+G2(w)-Zqt,~~e~2~‘Ilw,(t)~l~dt 
to 
5 
co 
Q -C&t, . . e-28’E(t) dt + Cb,,,E(t,) (4.11) 10 
for sufficiently large t,. Using trace theory on (4.10b) 
G2(w) =i jm e-‘j’ [(w,, w, div h)n - (Aw, w div h)] dr 
10 
Ilw,(t)ll2,dt 
(4.12) 
counterpart of (3.17), where-as in section 3-0 denotes upper bound with 
a multiplicative constant independent of /I and t,. In order to achieve 
(4.1 l), the next step is to obtain-in Proposition 4.2 below-a lower bound 
on s; eezp’ Ilw,(t)ll c dt which is the counterpart of the lower bound for 
S” crar (I(a/a~)A~‘w,ll~dt’S~e~*~’ l/(8/ih)p(t)llrdt obtained in (3.59) 
itl” the Dirichlet case. This will be accomplished, as in Section 3, by 
applying to the present Neumann case an adaptation of the same multiplier 
technique used in [LLTl] in the Dirichlet case. More precisely, the 
starting point now is the original equation 
w,, = Llw; 
w(0) = w,; w,(O) = Wl 
(4.13a) 
(4.13b) 
aw 
av= -wr (4.13c) 
instead of Eq. (3.23) for p in the Dirichlet case. Thus, we multiply (4.13) by 
(h . VW) e - 2p’, and integrate from t, to co4. Arguing as in Proposition 3.1 
we obtain now the counterpart of Proposition 3.1. 
4 Compare with (3.23). where the unbounded term F is present. Indeed, the absence of Fin 
the Neumann case greatly simplifies the analysis. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let 8 possess a vector field h(x) E C*(B). Then for any 
[w(t,), w,(t,)] E~(z&,) and any /3 >O, we have 
(h.Vw)-; ,Vw,*h.v)dr 1 .dt 
+;I” eP2p’~rIw,12h.Ydl.dt 
IO 
HVw.VwdsZdt 
+;jx e-*Pf [(wf, div h)*- (jVwl*, div h)n] dt 
10 
+e-2P’o(w,(t0),Vw(tO).h),-2fl~m e-2Bt(wl,V~*h),dt 
10 
(4.14) 
with H as in (3.30). 
We next use (4.13~) in the first integral on the left of (4.14) to obtain 
Moreover, we use assumption (Hl’) to get 
(4.16) 
and assumption (H2’) on the integral containing H. We thus obtain via 
(4.14)-(4.16) 
+ij” e -2B’(wf - lVw]*, div h)Q dt - 2M,E(O) 
10 
since by contraction of E( ): 
505/66/3-6 
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Choosing now E sufficiently small so that ((y/2) - EMS) > 0, we can drop 
the term Jr IVwl* dT and (4.17) yields 
PROPOSITION 4.2. With a vector field h satisfying (Hl’) and (H2’) we 
have for any b > 0 and [w( to), w,( t,)] E 9(zlN) 
We next return to G2 in (4.12). By Green’s theorem, (4.13~) and the 
identity VW. V(w div h) = wV(div h) . VW + div h [Vwl 2, we compute 
(w!, w, div h)n - (Aw, w div h)Q 
= (w: - lVw12, div h)Q - (w,, w div h)n - (w, V(div h) .Vw), 
=(wf-IVw12,divh)+.sr0 w;+/Vw12dQ)+$0(jQw2dQ) 
(w,, w, div h)n - (Aw, w div h)Q 
=(wf-IV~~~,divh),+~,O(E(t))+~O((~wll~). (4.19) 
By virtue of (4.19) and (4.18), the expression (4.12) for G, becomes 
PROWSITION 4.3. For h as in Proposition 4.2 we have for any /!I > 0 
G,(w)= -p~~e~28f~~~Vw~2d~dt+&,~(~i(;e-2~’E(t)dt) 
to kl 
+0(j~~e-2P’~~w:d~dt)+0(E(t,)) 
+~*(j~~e-‘“‘~~~l*d*dt) (4.20) 
which is the counterpart of (3.65) in Proposition 3.6 in the Dirichlet case. 
We now recall the equality (4.ld) for gradient norm and A “‘-norm; let 
I~A~~‘w~~:,=~” IVw12dQ. (4.21) 
R 
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Using (4.10a) for Gr and (4.20) for GZ, we obtain 
G,(w)+G,(w)-2qt,jmc2@‘J:w;drdt 
4 
= 9 j-,, e -2%.?(t)dr+~ILOI e-‘%(t) dt) 
counterpart of (3.68) in the Dirichlet case. We rewrite (4.22) as 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
Thus, to achieve our goal of establishing inequality (4.1 l), we proceed as 
follows. With p given by Assumption (H.2’) (i.e. (1.21c)), we make E, > 0 
sufftciently small and choose positive constants q and r such that 
(4.24) 
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Next, we choose t, large enough that 
02 - 2qt, < 0. 
This way, we obtain from (4.23) via (4.24)-(4.25) 
(4.25) 
G,(w)+G,(w)-2qt~S~e-2P’~~w:drdt 
f0 
G -c;,,, I 
cc 
e ~ 2s’E( t) dt + Cqfr,,, 
10 
E(t,)+~0(~,~e-2p’j-/2dQdt). 
(4.26) 
In order to establish (4.11), we need a counterpart of Proposition 3.7, i.e., 
PROPOSITION 4.4N. For any E > 0, there is C, > 0 such that for any /I > 0 
and to > 0 we have 
The proof of Proposition 4.4N is given in [Ll] or alternatively can be 
obtained by using the same operator approach as in Proposition 3.7 of the 
present paper. Then (4.26), together with Proposition 4.4, completes the 
proof of (4.11), hence of Theorem 4.1. 
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3 
Dropping throughout the explicit dependence on t, we write 
w = AA -‘w = -d(A -‘w) and apply Green’s second theorem 
(w, h.V(DD*w,)),= -(d(k’w), h.V(DD*w,)), 
= -(A -‘w, d(h . V(DD*w,)), 
(A -‘w), h. V(DD*w,) 
I- 
(A-0) 
r 
where cancellation of the last term occurs since A -lw Ed, and so 
vanishes on lY We first consider the second term in the right-hand side of 
(A.0): to this end, we use the assumption on the vector field h that h I,- is 
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parallel to v at each point of f, and so h 1 r = k(a)v, e E l-‘, for some scalar 
k(a) E C(T). Thus, by (l.lO), 
- 
( 
f (A -%v), h. o(oo.w,)) = (D*w,h * v(DD*w,)), 
I- 
= D*w, k $ (DD*w,) ( ) a.e. in t. r 
(A-1) 
But by Green’s second theorem with D(kD*w) = kD*w on r (by definition 
of D in (1.5)), we compute 
D*w, k f (DD*w,) D(kD*w), f (DD*w,)) 
r 
= (D(kD*w)tA(DD* ~,))a - MWD*w), DD*w,), 
+ $ (D(kD*w)), D*w, 
r 
= ; (DD*w), kD*w,) a.e. in t. (A.2) 
r 
Moreover 
; (; (DD*w), kD*w) = (; (DD*w,), kD*w 
r 
; (DD*w), kD*w, 
r 
= 2 D*w, k; (DD*w,) a.e. in t (A.3) 
r 
by (A.2). Inserting (A.3) into (A.1 ), we finally obtain 
- ; (A-‘w), h*V(DD*w,) $ (DD*w), kD*w a.e. in t 
r 
(A.4) 
as desired. 
We next consider the first term on the right-hand side of (A.0). With g a 
scalar, say H’(B)-function, one preliminarily obtains by direct com- 
putations 
A(h.Vg)= k g, Ahi+h-V(Ag)+ 2Agdiv h+Sg 
i= 1 
64.5) 
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where S is a second-order operator on g (e.g., for 2 variables Sg = 
2Cbx, gx,x, + hlx* gx,,, - A*,, gx2.q - hZx2 g,,,,]). Specializing (A.5) with 
g = DD*w,, whereby Ag = A(DD*w,) = 0 in Q, we obtain 
A(h . V(DD*w,)) = 2 g, Ahi + Sg. W-5) 
i=l 
Thus the first term on the right of (A.l) can be written as 
(A -‘w, A(h.V(DD*w,)), = i (A -lw, g, Ahi), + (A -lw, Fag),. (A.7) 
i=l 
Using the right-hand side of (A.7), we shall show below that (A.7) implies 
I(A -‘w, A(h.V(DD*w,)),l <C llwlln IID*w,ll, a.e. in t. (A-8) 
Thus, using identity (A.3) and estimate (A.8) on the right-hand side of 
(A.l), we obtain (3.48) as desired. Hence, the proof of Lemma 3.3 is com- 
plete, once we establish inequality (A.8) as a consequence of (A.7). 
Proof of (A.8). It is based on the following generalization of Green’s 
second theorem, to be justified at the end. Let S, be the principal part of a 
second-order differential operator on 52 with smooth coefficients S, = 
Cyj=, U,(a/aXi)(a/ax,). Then, for u, u sufficiently smooth, we have 
(4 S,~h2- (S*u, U)Q = (4 (Flu),),- ((I;2U)r+ (F,u, u),- (4 ~,u), 
(A.9) 
where S2 is a suitable second-order operator and F,, i= l,..., 4 are suitable 
first-order operators on L,(Q). With Si = S given in (A.6), u = A -lw and 
u = g= DD*w, [so that u(,-= D*w!], then (A.9) specializes to 
= (&A-‘w, DD*w&+ (A-’ w, (F, g),),- ((F,A-‘w),, D*w,)~ 
+ (FJ - ‘w, DD*w,)~ - (A -‘w, F,DD*w,), (A.lO) 
with cancellation since A -‘w E g(A) = H2(Q) n HA(Q). Thus, for 
WE&(Q), we have: S2Ap1w~L2(S2); F,A-‘w~H’(51) (by [LMl, I, 
Proposition 12.1 p. 851; (F2K1w),-~ H”‘(T); DD*w, E H”‘(f2) (by 
Theorem l.l(iii) and (1.7a) with s=O), and finally g, Ah, and F,DD*w, 
both in [H$,2(s2)]’ n ,-1’2--E(S2) continuously (again by [LMl, I, 
Proposition 12.1 p. 851). Thus, by (A.lO) 
(A-‘w, g, Ahi)a + (A-‘w, sg), G C IIwIIn IID*wrII r a.e. in t (A.1 1) 
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and (A.8) then follows from the right-hand side of (A.7) via (A.ll). The 
justification of identity (A.9) is as follows. If F is the principal part of a 
first-order differential operator with smooth coefficients: F = Cy= 1 a,(iT/t?x,), 
then the divergence theorem applied to the vector field 
I/= [a,uu, a*uu )...) a,uu], u, u smooth functions, with div V= 
(C (a/aX,)ai)UU + ( FU)U + U( Fu) yields 
(Fu,v),+(u,Fu),+(&,u) =~~uu[o,,...,a.l.udT. (A.12) 
I R 
Next, if F1 and Pz are two first-order differential operators as F before, 
then (A.12) applied for F= 9, gives 
= 5 r (ctS$u) ~[a;,..., a;] . v dI’. (A.13) 
But (A.12) applied now for F= 4 yields 
= u(~~u)[u:,..., a;] . v df. (A.14) 
Inserting (A.14) into (A.13) gives 
(%‘?uu, uL2 - (u, 4&uL2 
= I r (&u) u[ai,..., u;] * v dl= I, ~(9~u)[a;,..., a;] . v dr 
(A.15) 
Finally, since the second-order differential operator S, introduced above 
(A.9) can be written as S1 = C;= 1 S&SQ for suitable first-order operators 
Fii and & (principal part), then (A.9) follows from (A.15). The proof of 
Lemma 3.3 is complete. 1 
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APPENDIX B: STRICTLY CONVEX DOMAINS SATISFY THE VECTOR FIELD 
ASSUMPTION 
The content of the present Appendix is entirely due to Professor Ennio 
De Giorgi, Scuola Normal Superiore, Pisa, and was communicated to us 
by him orally during the summer 1985. It is inserted here with his consent. 
( 1) Let f(x) be a strictly convex function R” -+ R of class C3. Then, 
the set D c R” 
is bounded with C*-boundary do. Moreover, D is (a) either strictly convex 
if k 1 < min, E R” f(x), or else (b) is “donot-like,” i.e., D = D,\D,, the set dif- 
ference of two strictly convex sets D,, D, of R”, with B, g D,. In case (a), 
we have f(tJD) = k,, while in case (b), we have i?D = aD, u aD,, aD, and 
aD2 disjoint, and f(aD,) = k, while f(aD,) E k,. In any case, for x E aD we 
have Vf(x) I aD. Thus, the vector field h defined by 
h(x) = Vf(x) x~D=6 
satisfies conditions close to the vector field assumption on D=D: (i) 
Jacobian matrix (h) = Hessian matrix (f) 2 0 on D = D (ii) h I aD on the 
boundary. 
(2) Conversely, let D be a strictly convex bounded closed set of R”, 
with C*-boundary aD. The following procedure constructs a strictly con- 
vex, C”-function F(x), such that 
D={x~R”:0<kQ’(x)<l} 
F(aD) s 1 
so that h(x) = VF(x) satisfies the vector field assumption on D. 
Let 0 (origin) be an internal point of D and define a function 
w(x): D + R by setting w(0) = 0 w(B) = 1 for B an arbitrary boundary 
point, BE i?D, while w is defined linearly (by homogeneity on the segment 
OB. Thus, w is defined on all of D, but it is not strictly convex and is not c1 
at the origin. Its square w*(x) is strictly convex on D but still not c2 at the 
origin and is therefore compared with the paraboloid E 1x1’ + t, 0 < t < 1, 
with 0 < E sufficiently small. Setting a v b E max[a, b], we have 
w’(x) v [E 1x1’ + t] = strictly convex on D for each t, smooth except 
at the intersection points w2(x) = E 1x1 2+ t. 
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Now if 4(t) is a C”(R)-function, 4 > 0, with compact support, 
supp 4 E [0, 11, normalized by j’Za, 4(t) dt = 1, then the function 
F(x)sjrn {w*(x) v [E lxl2+t]} qqt)dt 
-cc 
~W*(X)jW2(r)-e’X’2)(~)dt+j+m 
(E 1.~1~ + t) 4(t) dt 
-cc d(x) - EIX12 
is smooth and strictly convex on D. Moreover, if E is chosen suff’ciently 
small so that E (xl* + t < 1 for t E supp 4, then for any boundary point 
BE aD of D we have: 
F(B)=jm 14(t) dt = 1, while 0 < F(x) < 1, x E D 
-cc 
and F has the required properties, since 8 let H(x) > 0 on b (computations 
omitted). 
(3) Similarly, given D = D2\D1, with D,, D, strictly convex, 
6, p D,, and with boundary aD= aD, u aD, of class C*, aD2 and aD, 
disjoint, one can construct a smooth (Cl)-function F(x) such that 
D= {x~R”:k,<F(x)<k~} 
F(;(aD,) - k,, F(aD,)-k, 
so that h(x) zVF(x) satisfies the vector field condition on D. 
Note added in proof In the analysis above-based on the multiplier e-fi’h .Vp-which 
leads from the hyperbolic problem (3.23) for p to the lower bound for jI (cTp/dv)* dZ in (3.59) 
(recall apjav = -D*w, (3.19)), it is the presence of the non-homogeneous term Fin (3.23) that 
forced the assumption that h is parallel to Y on r, see that Lemma 3.3 is needed to prove 
Proposition 3.2. Thus, if one considers the homogeneous problem “without F” instead, i.e., the 
problem 
y,, = 1.l in (0, T)xQ=Q, 
(H.P.) Yl,=ll’YO. Y,l,=o=Y, in a 
YE0 in (0, T)xf=Z, 
with 0 < T< co, and applies the same argument as above+obviously with multiplier h.Vy 
this time, i.e., /I = 0, since T is finite-then the assumption that h be parallel to Y on r is not 
needed at all. This way, for any h E C’(n), one obtains the following specialized version of 
identity (3.54) 
+ C(ym h~Vy),l:,T; (3.54A) 
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hence the following specialized version of the lower bound for the normal derivative in (3.59) 
(recall lSy/ZvI = IVyI) under (1.21~): 
%jL&>‘d=-~ jQTl’W’dQ+;jQT ( yf - lVyj2) div hdQ - 2MhE(0), (3.59A) 
where 2M, = maxo lhl and E(t) = si, y: + IVy12 ds2 E E(0) for the conservative problem (H.P.). 
We choose now the simplest h, i.e., h(x) = x - xc, x,, E R” (so that H(x) E Identity, p = 1, 
divh=n=dimQ) and use 
(*) 
(the identity without the absolute value is obtained by multiplying the equation of (H.P.) by y 
and integrating by parts; the inequality on the right follows by use of Poincare inequality). 
Then, (3.59A) reduces to 
from which we likewise obtain via (*): 
Summing up the last two equations gives 
2M,2 ’ dZ > m(O) - (2C,,, + C) E(0). 
Thus, there are positive constants c, T, (easily computable in the analysis above) such that for 
all T> T,: 
(#) 
In this explicit form, the lower bound ( # ) is derived in F. Ho (1986, personal communication 
to the authors by J. L. Lions). The opposite inequality 
is instead valid for all T>O, and was first proved by the authors in CL.T.2 Theorem 2.3 and 
Remark 2.1, p. 2791, (by operator methods) and, independently, by Lions [L.4]. It is 
reproved in [LLT.l] by the same multiplier method used here. Inequality (# ) is the key 
“Lemma” in the recent result by Lions (Controlabilite exacte de systemes distribues, C. R. 
Acud. Sci, 1986), obtained by a direct approach, not via stabilization: exact controllability on 
L2(sZ) x H-‘(Q) for problem (1.1) with UE &(Zr) acting on the whole boundary is always 
true, with no geometrical conditions on Q. This improves the geometrical conditions aspect of 
our Theorem 1.3. An extension of inequality ( # ) to a proper portion of the boundary, and a 
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consequent extension of the exact controllability result in L’(Q) x H-‘(9) for problem (1.1) 
when II in (1.1~) acts only on a portion of the boundary-in which case geometrical con- 
ditions on Q are needed!-are given (by virtue also of a direct approach, though different 
from Lions) in R. Triggiani “Exact boundary controllability on L,(a) x H-‘(Q) of the wave 
equation with Dirichlet boundary control acting on a portion of the boundary da, and related 
problems,” 1986 preprint; presented at IFIP Workshop on “Boundary Control and Boundary 
Variations,” held at Universite de Nice, France, June l(rl3, 1986; and also at the “Conference 
on Distributed Parameter Systems,” held in Vorau, Austria, July 6-12, 1986. 
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